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Dressed up for Halloween, recess supervisor Adam Rogers ’06 and extended day director Bart Cook cut the ribbon to the new Lower School playground Oct. 30.

LS dedicates turf playground
by Cici Osias ’19
And now there are two—turf
fields, that is. After more than 10
years of children playing on the
Lower School playground’s rubber
mat surface, wearing it down, the
school has replaced it with sand turf.
“It was definitely time for something
new,” Director of Extended Day Bart
Cook said.
The old mat’s predicted lifetime
was 10 years. “It was really a decision between continually repairing
the old mat that we had and starting
fresh,” recess supervisor Adam Rogers ’06 said.
The turf installation took approximately two weeks. After work was
completed last month, the school held
a ribbon-cutting ceremony following
the morning’s Halloween parade October 30. Teachers and children applauded the upgrade.
At the beginning of the year,

Lower School Principal Lisa Sun
met with a team of faculty involved
with managing playground activity to
decide what needed to be fixed. The
team included Cook, Rogers, Director of Facilities Lorraine Breining,
and Lower School Assistant Principal
Silvia Patterson. The team selected
and voted on playground material
samples and ultimately chose sandfilled turf as the final material.
The new turf has a predicted life
expectancy of 15-20 years. “It looks
great; it’s a safe and soft cushiony
surface that supports lots of play and
different activities. It looks like real
grass from a distance and complements our playground,” Sun said.
The turf used on the playground is
different from the Kelly Field’s turf
that opened last fall. The turf used on
Kelly Field is filled with pellets made
of ground up tires, or crumb rubber.
The Lower School playground’s turf
is filled with silica sand. “It’s softer
than the old mat, more like grass,”

Cook said.
The School had hoped to replace
the playground mat two years ago,
but funds weren’t available at that
point. This year, administrators were
able to spend the $50,000 needed.
The turf was bought from a company
called Sparks at Play.
Lower School students and staff
are pleased with the results of the
playground renovation. The turf covers more area than the mat did, allowing more activities to occur at the
same time. “We have our own little
area where we can do what we want,”
Sofie Miller ’26 said.
“I’m most looking forward to the
enthusiasm for athletics in the youth
of our school,” Rogers said.
“It’s really soft and when we play
soccer the ball doesn’t roll away so
fast,” Viviana Labellarte ’26 said.
“Now the kids can do gymnastics
and tumbling while sports like soccer and football and other games are
happening,” Cook said.

a half-day event. This proved to be a
particularly big issue for groups seeking a more substantial service activity
off-campus.
“If you’re lucky you went off
campus by 8:45,” Loria said. “It took
20 to 30 minutes to get wherever you
were going, so at best you got there
at around 9:05,” he said. Loria noted
that since all buses have to be back
on campus by 11:30, groups “had to
leave their activities by 11:00. That’s
a best-case scenario of just less than
two hours.”
Not only did that mean minimal

time on location, but it also did not
allow for student groups to have any
sort of reflection or thought about
the context of their service work. “If
you’re going to have that experience,
let’s make the most of it,” Loria said.
The redesigned day will most
likely take place in the first week of
April. The goal in restructuring the
day is to accommodate different students’ areas of interest while ensuring
that whatever activity they choose to
pursue does not mark the end of their
day.

In his second year as Director of
Civic Engagement, Rommel Loria
has redesigned the annual Day of
Community Building, Service, and
Reflection to become a full day.
Because the day has always taken
place on the half-day before Thanksgiving, a high percentage of students
miss it due to travel plans. Last year
33 percent of the Middle and Upper
School was absent. Students have
had minimal time to fully experience
any type of work because it is only

Food stand opens in spring
by Celka Rice ’19

Day of Service, see p. 3

Artificial turf is not the only upgrade to Kelly Field. A new concession stand, to be completed soon
and available for use by the spring
of 2016, will provide snacks and a
chance for clubs to fundraise next to
Kelly Field.
The concessions stand will be
more than just a place for food. It
will function as a place where athletics can become a greater part of
school life.
“Upper School clubs will have the
opportunity to use the new concession stand to sell treats to fans and
raise money for their activities,” Upper School Dean of Students Traci
Wright said.
Wright, who annually organizes
the Civil Rights Trip, was excited
about the stand. It will be “a step up
from last year,” Wright said, when
the Civil Rights Trip group sold hot

FEATURES
ETHIC
Rebecca Margolis ’17 started
an educational program to foster interfaith dialogue.

ARTS & CULTURE
Addams Family
The gothic and comedic fall
musical ran from November 12
through November 14.

R. Loria redesigns service day
by Aerin Abrams ’16
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The new concession stand at Kelly Field, paid for by the class
of 2015, will be open for the spring season.

cocoa and pizza under a tent.
Director of Athletics Robin Lowe
said that the stand will be student-run.
“The faculty is present in terms of
helping to get all the supplies here,”
she said.
Lowe believes that many students
will be able to use the stand by spring.
The stand is nearly complete, but Director of Facilities Lorraine Breining
said that the construction process has
been halted by a long wait for a custom sliding door. Once finished, the
Dean of Students will decide which
clubs use the new facilities for fundraising.
Lowe said offerings that will be
sold will vary between clubs. But the
options will be limited by the current
lack of utilities within the stand. “As
far as I could see, there is no running water, and there is no electricity in there,” she said. Students could
use an extension cord to connect to

Concession, see p. 3
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Senior input overlooked
I

mmersion Week is a great idea. It is
progressive (we are a progressive
school, right?), and can be a fantastic experience when well planned and fully funded.
It provides opportunities that are impossible
within a normal school day, like taking a trip
to Washington D.C., spending eight hours
creating theater, or learning to play bridge.
But, only with meticulous planning can
the week be a success. The most fulfilling
projects require appropriate funding to get
off-campus or purchase adequate supplies.
Additionally, the week works best with students who are engaged not just in enjoying
Immersion Week (and a break from homework), but also in organizing and leading
projects.
This year, because students voted to
run Immersion Week on an off year (it
has traditionally been an every-other-year
program), the Upper School budget only
provides enough money to fund roughly
half of what it did last year. With so many
ambitious plans for activities, it can already
be difficult to fund each one sufficiently.
Having half of the money available is
setting the week up for failure. And asking
student government to make up the difference is just wrong—students should not be
called upon to fund a week of school, even
if it is not a normal week of classes.
And right now the committee is struggling to come up with enough proposals to
fill the week. They should not have to continuously pester the student body to design
activities—the committee should be overwhelmed with proposals if Upper School
students really wanted Immersion Week to
happen.

Seniors led the push to have Immersion
Week again this year because we have only
had one Immersion Week. What would have
been our first Immersion Week in 2013 was
replaced by a special program celebrating
the school’s Centennial. A number of students did not find those activities to be as
valuable as they did last year’s Immersion
Week.
Much to our dismay, the faculty voted to
run the week during the beginning of senior
projects.
At a school that prides itself on student
involvement, even creating a student committee to help select a new Upper School
principal, it is wrong that students were not
involved in this scheduling decision. The
faculty should have consulted with the senior class when they decided to run the week
at a time when almost no seniors would be
there.
When we were told that Immersion Week
would be the first week of senior projects,
the administration assured us that we had the
choice to delay starting projects and stay for
the week. But that is absurd. While many
schools have senior projects, Park prides
itself on having a six-week project where
students can actually do significant work.
Making the decision to cut off a week so
lightly devalues projects that are supposed
to be the capstones to a Park education.
Even if the result of the vote had been
the same, it would have been more fair had
we gotten to make the case for ourselves
that it is important we be here for Immersion Week. Seniors are supposed to be the
leaders of the school. Instead, we will not
even be on-campus.
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O

n November 13, 2015, Paris suffered
one of the most devastating terrorist
attacks on the western world. In nightmarish
fashion 129 innocent people enjoying their Friday night out were slaughtered indiscriminately.
Such senseless violence is unfortunately a
part of life on this planet. On October 31, a
Russian A321 airliner in Egypt was downed by
an explosive device, killing all 224 passengers.
On November 12, there were two suicide bombings in Beirut, in which 40 people were killed.
On November 17, 32 civilians were killed in a
blast in Nigeria.
Unfortunately, these devastating tragedies
can be perverted by people with specific agendas. There was a resurgence in Islamophobia
after the Paris attacks. This kind of response is

graphic by N. Shtarkman ’16
a direct surrender to the motives of the perpetrators of these attacks. Terrorism is an attempt
to create schisms between people in order to
spark more violence. These horrific actions are
attempts at division—calls for war.
This is not a time for separation, this is
a time for unity. We must not face this issue
split by national borders, religious differences,
and cultural conflicts: we must join as human
beings. We stand with the people of France,
Beirut, Nigeria, Russia, and every other nation
that has suffered losses. We send our sincere
condolences to those who lost people dear to
them, and we keep those who lost their lives in
our thoughts.
—Nikita Shtarkman ’16

The best and worst assemblies
by Mollie Eisner ’17

T

he past week included two thought-provoking assemblies. The first focused on
StandWithUs, a Los Angeles-based organization that is, according to its mission statement,
“supporting Israel around the world.”
The second, hosted by the Black Female and
Male Forums, featured guest-speaker Douglas
Colbert, a lawyer and professor at University
of Maryland. Colbert spoke about the faults
of the criminal justice system, particularly the
racial and socioeconomic inequalities that fuel
the Black Lives Matter movement.
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict and Black
Lives Matter movement are causes that many
students and teachers feel strongly about. Both
assemblies captured the audience’s attention.
The difference was how the speakers used it.
StandWithUs speaker and New Yorker Josh
Warhit began with his reasons for joining the
Israeli army, one being the “hot Israeli women
soldiers holding guns.” Instead of the laughter
he expected from this attempt to appeal to a high
school audience, students turned to their neighbors and said something like, “is he serious?”
Warhit avoided historical background; he
didn’t address the complexities that understanding the conflict requires. He dodged any
discussion about Israel’s establishment. He
was just as evasive with questions, including
one from Upper School history teacher Iman
Sheybani asking what the word “jihad” means
to him. “The speech presented information in
a vacuum,” Sheybani said. “When there were
opportunities to provide context, those seemed
to be brushed away. It just seemed superficial.”
Some connected with Warhit’s opinion.
“Israel faces many security concerns and they
need to be taken into account when discussing
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,” Max Rotenberg
’16 said.
Sheybani points out that the assembly didn’t
help those uninformed about the conflict. “The
purpose of the assembly wasn’t to teach anything, it seemed, but rather to encourage people
to have a particular viewpoint. For people who
have no idea why there is a conflict in the first
place, they still have no idea,” Sheybani said.

Rotenberg said that the purpose of StandWithUs is to educate against “movements that portray a distorted view of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.” This may be true, but if the organization’s focus is education, the education is aimed
purely to benefit Israel and vilify Palestine, creating another distorted view.
Colbert did the opposite. He spoke eloquently, sans sexist jokes, illuminating pervasive issues. “I didn’t feel as though I was being talked
down to by an adult,” Atira Koikoi ’17 said.
“He did a great job of framing the larger issues that helped spark this incredibly important
movement,” Hannah McKenzie ’17 said.
Colbert presented an opinion, like Warhit.
“He was subjectively objective,” Alex Levy
’16 said, referring to Colbert’s insistence on a
fair trial for all defendants.
The difference was that Colbert used evidence while Warhit used anecdotes. Colbert
never claimed to be impartial. Warhit did, using the “I’m friends with a Palestinian” argument. “His attempts to sound impartial were
ultimately not believable. The, ‘I have friends
who are X’ statement is not proof that you are
somehow representative of the whole picture,”
Sheybani said.
Not everything Colbert said was perfect.
Some members of my history class thoughtfully
pointed out that he used the identifiers “poor”
and “black” almost interchangeably. “I found
[that] questionable,” McKenzie said.
But he gave us something to talk about beyond, ‘man, that was a pretty bad assembly.’
After the assembly, I engaged in multiple conversations about the criminal justice system,
some aided by the perspective of Michelle Alexander’s The New Jim Crow.
The point is, Colbert prompted a kind of
elevated conversation that Warhit did not—the
kind that both topics require.
We, the students, are young, but I am proud
that we are not won over by cheap jokes or
biased evidence. I am proud that we are compelled by injustices and, perhaps the biggest
question of all: what can we do about them?
“Hearing [from Colbert] about what we can
do as high school students was really important
to me, and I hope to see Park taking the opportunity to get involved in the Black Lives Matter
movement,” Koikoi said.
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Immersion Week up in the air
Timing change conflicts with senior projects
by Leah Smith ’16
Immersion Week, a creative alternative to
regular classes, is usually a biannual event.
But, at the conclusion of last year’s program,
students voted to run it again this school year.
“It was overwhelmingly clear that students
were in favor of another Immersion Week,” said
math teacher and member of the Immersion
Week committee Marshall Gordon. While there
is no record of the exact percentage of students
who voted for a 2016 Immersion Week, both
Gordon and science teacher Sean Lally, also
on the committee, remember it as being more
than 90 percent of students.
At a meeting last spring, Lally and Gordon presented the results of the student poll.
The faculty voted to go ahead with Immersion
Week, but there is no record of the vote breakdown or what exactly was decided. “It became
clear that there wasn’t a clear recollection of
what the decision had been last spring,” Dickson said. “Some thought it meant we would
go forward if students were proactive and met
deadlines established back then. Other faculty
didn’t see the onus as being on the students.”
After some of last year’s projects had to be
altered because of snow, the faculty decided to
have Immersion Week after spring break this
year to open up more opportunities for going
outdoors. There are only two and a half weeks
left before seniors leave for senior projects, and
faculty and administrators expressed concern
about whether putting Immersion Week within
that timeframe would be a good idea, because
that time also includes the new Day of Service
and the Senior Brunch. Other faculty worried
that seniors would take the time to visit colleges. “We thought, is that how we want students to end their Park School career?” Dean
of Students Traci Wright said.
The faculty took a vote to decide when to
hold Immersion Week. More than half of those
who chose to vote favored having it the week
of April 18—the first week of senior projects—
with seniors opting in if they chose to do a fiveweek project. “We were thinking about the good
of the community, not just the senior class,”
Wright said.
Many seniors are unhappy with the decision. “Seniors worked tirelessly to make it possible because we are the only grade who had
only one Immersion Week,” Kelsey Curtis ‘16
said. “It is unjust to make students work hard
to create something and then not allow them

to participate.”
The Immersion Week committee also does
not support the week’s timing. “It’s got to feel
like a bait and switch,” Lally said.
“I think it was a poor decision. In the spirit
of what Park is about, I think everyone should
be there,” Gordon said.
Others argue that forcing seniors to decide
between senior projects and Immersion Week
devalues both. “We’ve treated senior projects as
a culminating experience so that it feels meaningful,” said English teacher Patti Porcarelli. “It
seems to trivialize it when we lop off a week.”
Curtis agrees. “It is unfair to ask a senior to
choose between something they have worked
so hard to make happen and another sacred part
of our time here—senior projects,” Curtis said.
As of now, Immersion Week is still slated to
go ahead. Currently the committee has 20 viable
proposals, or 16 without seniors. They hope to
have around 25 proposals by December 1, the
deadline. On December 2, Lally and Gordon
will take the proposals to a faculty meeting.
But some are unsure that the week will happen. “There is a movement among the faculty
to say we should rethink this, and to use this
as an opportunity to show the students that we
made a mistake and we should own up to that,”
Dickson said.
Art teacher Christine Tillman believes that
this year’s Immersion Week should not happen.
“I feel like our planning energies are wholly
misplaced. We spend so much time gather and
reviewing proposals to make it student-led,
when in reality the adults do much more of the
leading and work behind it, that it’s exhausting
before it even starts.”
Funding for the week remains a problem.
Immersion Week funding alternates with money given to the modern language department
for exchanges, as both ordinarily happen every other year. Because the Chinese exchange
students are not visiting this year, there is additional money left over to fund Immersion
Week—about half of what it cost last year, or
$1200. “I don’t think we’ll spend as much as
we did last year,” Lally said. “We can still make
it work with less money.”
Student government might make up the
funding difference, but Student Government
President Cole Simon opposes this. “Student
government funds should be reserved for student activities, initiatives, and projects,” he
said. “Immersion Week is a faculty-supported
curricular initiative that shouldn’t be paid for
by the students.”

New stand will help clubs fundraise
Concession from p. 1
nearby power sources.
Club members are not the only students
poised to benefit from the addition of the stand.
“I was very excited to hear of the new concession stand by Kelly Field,” Emily Berner ’16,
a leader on the Bruin Athletic Council, said.
Berner hopes that the stand will bring more supporters out to sporting events.
The addition of the concession stand is part
of a larger shift in the school’s approach to athletics. Lowe said that the athletics department is
trying to integrate itself more fully into the Park
School experience. Clubs and other programs
being able to showcase themselves at sporting
events is a step in the right direction.
“You go to school, and then after school
[athletics] is an additional thing that you have an
opportunity to do, but we really want that to be
woven into the fabric of the school,” Lowe said.

photo by N. Blau ’18

Clubs will be able to raise money by
selling snacks at the stand.

Film shows relationship abuse
by Dani Bieler ’16
One in three women in her lifetime and one
in four men in his lifetime are affected by relationship abuse. The One Love Foundation, established in honor of Baltimore native and UVA
senior Yeardley Love following her murder by
her ex-boyfriend in 2010, brings awareness to
and combats these statistics.
One Love works almost exclusively on
college campuses through various organized
events. The primary way that it reaches students
is through its Escalation Workshops, which consist of watching a 40-minute film on dating violence followed by 40-minute student facilitated
discussions. Student leaders are trained by the
foundation prior to running the program.
“The statistics surrounding domestic violence are astounding, especially when it comes
to people not much older than we are now,”
Leanna Gitter ’16, one of the student facilitators, said. “Because it’s such a difficult topic,
it’s not often talked about, but that’s what needs
to be done to end the cycle of abuse.”
In December of 2014, the Baltimore Ravens
announced a partnership with One Love to bring
the initiative all across Maryland, first to college
campuses and then to high schools. Now, after
test runs with college students, this partnership
has reached Park. On November 11, a group of
juniors and seniors met with One Love Program
Coordinator Jordyn Cohen to watch the Escalation film and learn how to be facilitators. The

film was also shown at a faculty meeting that
afternoon.
Having not previously tackled this issue
as a community, faculty members were a bit
nervous. “I was thinking when I was sitting
in discussions with students that this might be
awkward for students to be having this kind
of discussion in a classroom,” Upper School
science teacher Julie Rogers said. “But then I
thought, ‘Where could be a safer place to have
it?’ So I’m very grateful.”
The entire senior class watched and discussed the film the following Monday, and the
juniors will have their own Escalation Workshop in the spring.
Students reacted positively to the program.
“I thought it was a really great program to bring
to Park, and it was incredibly relevant to people
our age,” Jordin Sirody ’16 said. “I’m really
glad we participated in it and were able to be
educated in such a way.”
While the film depicts one specific case,
students were able to connect it to the overarching concept of relationship abuse. “This
is knowledge that we should all be equipped
with going into college and life after our small
Park environment,” facilitator Morgan Soudry
’16 said.
Overall, the takeaway message was clear.
“I thought that the movie was well made and
very relatable,” Harry Russel ’16 said. “It was
also tragic and surprising as I was surprised at
how quickly the ending escalated. I thought it
was important, as it’s something that’s never
discussed but is a large issue.”

Service day moves to spring
Day of Service from p. 1
“Let’s say Computers For Kids chooses to
stay on campus and do their thing refurbishing
computers,” Loria said. “My hope is that after
they will be able to go to an [afternoon] session where they reflect on the work that they’re
doing [regarding] the technology gap between
socioeconomic classes.”
Having a full day of service is the optimal
solution. “I think it gives an opportunity to become more immersed in what we’re doing,”
Upper School Dean of Students Traci Wright
said. “It allows time to really think about it, to
do the work, and then to have opportunities to
reflect. Even existing clubs can have more time
to be thoughtful.”
Loria believes that it is critical for students
to connect what they are doing to something
larger. “Some areas of concentration could be
food, housing and community development,
technology, education, public health, or jobs,”
Loria said. “These are big issues that we could
think about, and my hope would be that there
could be a mix of activities and then something
like a small class or seminar where you’re learning a little bit more about a related issue.”
Since not all students show interest in going off campus, on-campus students will have
access to activities and outside experts to keep

their day just as engaging. Everything that takes
place throughout the day will tie back to one
overarching theme, giving students a particular
perspective through which they can tackle their
various initiatives.
“I think there will be a focus on Baltimore
and inequity in our city,” Wright said. “As for
those who are already passionate about something, it’s a way to affirm their commitment and
to give the resources and the time to it.”
Planning for the day has just begun, and
Loria, Wright, and other faculty members will
include students when making decisions.
“We want to focus on the why, and continue asking why that need exists,” Wright said.
“Asking why as opposed to what gets at the
source of the issue.”
While expanding into a full day opens up
many additional opportunities, Wright hopes
that students and faculty will continue to think
of more ways to tie community involvement
and civic engagement into other aspects of the
curriculum.
“The notion of dispersing what we do is really important, and I’m looking forward to having more opportunities to do that,” Wright said.
“I think the goal will be to prepare students
for civic engagement,” Loria said. “But also
to be prepared to go out in the world and be
active citizens.”
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What is lost when the classics go unread?
by Catie Turner ’17

One need look no further than the Program
of Studies to see how Park’s English curriculum differs from that of many high schools.
“Contemporary Short Fiction,” “The Times,”
“Native American Literature” – these electives,
a sampling of those that make up the literaturebased side of the 10-12 English program, focus
on bodies of work that rarely find their way
into high school English classes. Literature
courses here focus on work from a wide range
of backgrounds and eras, exposing students to
writing they might not encounter in an English
curriculum primarily focused on older, Western
work. For this reason, it’s unlikely that any Park
student would take classes solely in what one
might consider “the classics.”
Some students have mixed feelings about the
absence of a more traditional English literature
curriculum. Brigitte Grover ’18, who is taking
two English courses, has enjoyed the literature
she has read in her English classes and appreciates the chance to choose courses that match her
interests. But she also mentioned the potential
for disparity between students’ understanding

of certain significant texts, like Great Gatsby.
“I think if there’s a [classic] that some people
don’t read and some people do, there’s a divide.
If it’s is an amazing book, then why not have
everyone read it?” she said.
But prioritizing classics over diverse contemporary works can keep students from understanding the breadth and diversity of the literary
world. “The canon has historically excluded
writers—privileged some voices over others—and we want students to know that there
are many writers out there to read and love.
Our decision to diversify our electives is for
both aesthetic and political reasons,” said Patti
Porcarelli, Upper School English teacher and
department chair.
“Why wouldn’t we want to teach things that
are new, exciting, and well-written? If we don’t
make an effort to broaden our reading lists, then
I think we’re missing out,” said Upper School
English teacher Angela Balcita. Ultimately, for
Balcita, the focus is not on students being familiar with some set list of “great works.” She
“[wants students] to understand that literature is
a mirror. In it, they can find ways to be human,
to live. They can notice things about themselves
that they didn’t know were there. That doesn’t
only happen when you read Shakespeare.”

Nina Feliciano ’18 agreed. While she acknowledged that “it would be nice to learn more
of the classics, since a lot of other schools [do],”
Feliciano also saw the benefits to reading current work. “Since we’re living in a modern
world, it makes sense to read more modern
books,” she said.
In my best English experiences at Park, I’ve
been forced to confront and change the way I
see the world, to make my perspective wider
and more nuanced. Some of this has come from
reading the same books that might appear in a
standard AP literature curriculum. But many
of the most important things I’ve learned as an
English student have come from study of, and
conversation about, literature that falls outside
the bounds of a narrowly-defined list of “great
books.”
Because Park encourages students to experience literature seriously and personally—to
read in order to engage with the world on a
deep level—I’ve been able to fall in love with
books, over and over again and in increasingly
wonderful ways. I’ve been able to connect with
writers whose identities and backgrounds are
vastly different from, and similar to, mine. In
the process, I’ve been able to consider and discuss universality, empathy, and what being a hu-

man is really about. Even if that means I won’t
be able to pick up on a Moby Dick reference or
two, I’ll take it.

And writing, like math, is all about creativ-

Hobbs ’19 said.
Grammatical intuition also allows each student to be independent as a writer. According to
the Park Philosophy, “The teacher’s authority
as an adult and as a scholar should be used...to
bring about the… fulfillment of the individual
to think and act in the world with responsible
freedom.”
Without learning much grammar, students
do not have as much responsible freedom as
writers, because they do not understand the
foundation of their own writing.
An even more well-stated goal of a Park
education is that students should be able to explain and support the choices they make. The
sentence, “Me and my friends …” is not wrong
until one can prove that the initial “me” is not
in the correct declension, and one cannot do
so unless they understand some prescriptive
grammar. Grammar gives students confidence
in their writing. It allows students to understand
why they write what they write.
Although it might be traditional and a bit
tedious at times, teaching prescriptive grammar
has many benefits. It allows students to write
more easily and naturally, and prepares them for
the real world of communication. Grammar explains the choices students make not just when
writing but when speaking, too, and thus should
be taught more thoroughly at the Park School.

Considered a classic of American literature, Fitzgerald’s novel was published in 1925.

A prescription for the teaching of grammar
by Ollie Thakar ’19
Grammar: a word that makes students shudder. Learning grammar has many negative connotations: it’s scary, boring, difficult, tedious,
traditional, etc. Park refrains from teaching a lot
of prescriptive grammar—the rules and ways
of language—to their students until they learn
some in high school, and prefers teaching grammar “...in the context of individual papers,” said
Upper School English teacher Greg Brandt. I
believe Park should universally teach more prescriptive grammar because it improves students’
communication skills.
Teaching prescriptive grammar allows stu-

dents to understand other grammatical systems
more easily. “Without understanding your native language’s grammar, it is difficult to learn
another language’s grammar,” Ben Norbrook
’19 said.
Besides enhancing students’ understanding
of foreign language, learning more grammar
can enhance students’ intuition of their own
language.
Grammar is a life skill. Although Brandt
said, “Nobody is going to ask me after high
school what a predicate nominative is,” understanding how to use different parts of speech
can make writing faster. “[Grammar] is like
multiplication; you can look it up, but it makes
math easier if you know it already,” Jacob Greenwald ’19 said.

cartoon by H. Kouwenhoven ’17

ity.

Creativity is cherished at Park, but communicating creative thoughts is exceptionally difficult without knowledge of prescriptive grammar. “Your writing cannot be clear
or easily understood unless you are using the
best grammatical principles possible,” Middle
School Social Studies Chair Paul Worley said.
It takes learning prescriptive grammar in order
to understand the best grammatical principles
possible.
“It’s interesting to identify a predicate nominative, but it does not directly correlate to better
writing,” Brandt said. And although teaching
grammar traditionally may not directly correlate to better writing, it does correlate to faster
writing that needs less editing. If every student
in a class understands sentence construction,
the teacher does not have to help each student
individually, which is generally the current way
of teaching grammar at Park.
If prescriptive grammar were taught, Park
would be forced to remove something from the
existing curriculum. Removing one book from
an eighth or ninth grade English class would
not sacrifice learning, because students already
have plenty of experience discussing novels and
can easily read them on their own, whereas it is
difficult to learn prescriptive grammar without
a teacher.
Park wishes to broaden students’ perspectives by teaching a wide array of concepts and
disciplines. Linguistics, logic, and the history
of communication are among several disciplines omitted in the Park School curriculum
that would inevitably include grammar. They
would be new, interesting subjects.
Grammar might be new, or interesting, but
any student can simply ask a teacher for grammar advice. Or the internet.
Modern resources can allow students to have
no intuition in anything. But intuition saves
time. If I don’t know why my sentence sounds
weird, I might spend hours scrolling through
examples on the internet, or I could remember
a rule from class. “You can’t just look it up every time you want to say something,” Zachary

“

Without learning

much grammar, students
do not have as much responsible freedom as writers, because they do not
understand the foundation
of their own writing.
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Evidence of entitlement is a gooey mess
by Peter Coulson ’16
A few weeks ago, I took a drink from a water
fountain and let my fingers rest on its underside. I felt a semisolid lump, and realized it was
a chewed-up piece of gum from somebody’s
mouth and that it had probably been stuck there
for a while. It felt hard and solid, gathering Godknows-what quantity of pathogens, dust, and
dirt. I quickly withdrew my hand.
This acutely revolting experience isn’t limited to water fountains. I’ve seen—or in more
disgusting instances felt—chewed-up wads of
gum on the undersides of desks and library
tables. I’ve seen black dots on carpets, the end
result of hundreds of people stepping over a
spat-out wad of gum over and over, day in and
day out, until its color turns from off-white to
dark black with the dirt and grime of three hundred people’s shoes.
At prom last year, wearing a borrowed pair
of my dad’s good shoes, I stepped on a piece of
fresh gum and had a hell of a time scraping it off
in the bathroom. I’m writing this paragraph at
a desk with a wad of gum stuck underneath it.
On October 29 and 30, I examined the undersides of 40 desks in English and history
classrooms. (For those of you who are interested in statistics, this was an observational,
retrospective study.) Thirty-one of them had at
least one wad of used gum underneath. If we

assume that this is a representative sample of
desks, we come to a pretty gross conclusion. If
you sit at any given desk in the Upper School,
there is a 77.5 percent chance that there will be
a chewed-up piece of gum hovering just above
your thighs.
Why do people smear their used gum onto
tables, desks, drinking fountains, carpets, and
myriad other unfortunate surfaces? Is it simple
laziness? Have they forgotten that there is a
trash can either inside of or directly outside of
every classroom?
I think it’s entitlement. Historically, we
haven’t been very good about cleaning up our
messes: last year, I remember the L-benches
were closed for a few days because students
hadn’t picked up their trash despite reminders.
Second-graders complain that upper schoolers
make a mess of the annex.
Jenn Eng, my ninth grade English teacher,
once admonished us for not cleaning up after
ourselves. “I’ve talked to some of the cleaning
staff who come in in the evenings,” she said,
“and they work really, really hard.” I worry that
some of us will turn into those unbearable jerks
who never throw anything away because “we
have ‘janitors’ for a reason.”
I joke sometimes that people who plaster
their gum onto the undersides of desks assume
the Gum Fairy will magically clean it up late
at night, when everyone’s asleep. But a sense
of entitlement is very real. We have incredibly
hardworking maintenance, facilities, staff,
and consequently their work seems invisible.

I would forgive the youngest students for assuming that the school keeps running by magic,
but not high school students.
We ought to understand the consequences
of our actions. When we put our gum where
it doesn’t belong, we demonstrate heedless-

ness. We send a blatant message to our facilities and maintenance staff: “I’m not going to
throw this away because as soon as this gum
exits my mouth, it’s somebody else’s problem.”
But we forget that it is our problem, and our
responsibility.

cartoon by J. Renkwitz ’18

Wellness should evolve
by Dasha Khristich ’19

Well...

Are you ok? What are you thinking about?
cartoon by T. Duncan-Moore ’18

Last year, the ninth grade wellness seminars
were started to provide students with a range
of information related to ways students can
stay healthy. The seminars occur during class
meeting time for freshmen and have been organized by a team of faculty and Middle and
Upper School Counselor Krista Dhruv with
help from Dean of Students Traci Wright. The
sessions take on topics with freshmen ranging
from physical health to depression awareness,
stress management, and yoga.
Some students who attend these seminars
feel as though some topics don’t apply to their
lives. “I believe that we don’t really need to do
some of the lessons because some are so obvious and we don’t need to relearn things that we
already know,” said Renee Barmak ’19.
Luke Goodinson-Paradis ’19 agrees. “Students could be using their time more efficiently, rather than going over strategies one can
easily consult an adult about. These seminars
shouldn’t be included because they, in some
cases, only apply to certain people. Not everyone needs to relearn them,” he said.
Some sophomores who went through the
program last year disagree. “I think the wellness seminars are really good…I like how it
encompasses many different topics so students
get a chance to think and discuss things they
ordinarily wouldn’t,” said Lisa Eshelman ’18.
“I think that the wellness courses should be
mandatory [but] better taught. They should raise
awareness about mental illnesses and teach us
about it more,” Kamilla Muminova ’19.
Dhruv, who teaches the class on depression
awareness said that changes were made to the
seminars this year. “At the end of the first year,
we conducted evaluations of the seminars about
the usefulness of those seminars, and based on

student feedback, we made some changes.”
Some sessions from last year have been cut
or replaced. A class on body image, led by an
outside speaker from an eating disorders clinic,
did not continue this year; we added a yoga and
movement class, and a seminar called “Life,
Love, and Friends” was extended from two sessions to three, as students last year seemed to
enjoy it. “I don’t think it’s radically changing
anyone’s life, but I do hope it’s growing the
awareness of what it means to be well,” said
Dhruv.
Dhruv believes heightened awareness of
stress, depression, and other topics is “making an impression on kids—that [wellness] is
an important topic [we can] talk about.” Beyond ninth grade, Dhruv hopes that students
in health courses will choose topics that they
want to take. “I think that [choosing] will be
a better way to spread awareness throughout
the school, without making [all] students go
through the same courses. I’d like to see a menu
of courses in the upper grades that will allow
students to take classes that they find relevant
to their lives.”
Previously the counselors ran a course called
“Alcohol and Other Drugs.” The new wellness
seminars are meant to expand the discussion of
issues confronting students.
Park is a progressive school. Those of us
here for Middle School took life skills classes,
which were very similar to the wellness seminars. Many people are already very aware of
these issues, and if one of the main goals of the
seminars is to raise awareness, then we have
already done that. Classes like Study Skills are
important, but students should be able to develop their own methods. Students should use
the time to get something tangible done. Going
over topics that we have already discussed at
length isn’t useful to us. The work we do should
be more relevant and make an impact on the
community.
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Junior leads program on religious education
by Rachel Miller ’19
While most high school juniors are thinking about standardized testing and where they
want to go to college, Rebecca Margolis ’17 has
something different on her mind.
Margolis spends much of her time thinking
about religion.
Margolis attended Krieger Schechter Day
School (KSDS), a kindergarten through eighth
grade Jewish day school in Pikesville. After

photo by N. Blau ’18

R. Margolis ’17 and a friend started a
girls’ educational program about religion and diversity.

graduation she went to Beth Tfiloh, another
Jewish school in Pikesville, before coming to
Park last fall. It was at Beth Tfiloh that she met
Yael Hamburger, a friend who was to become
Margolis’s cofounder of ETHIC, a female high
school city-wide program aimed at fostering
discussion and education about different religions.
“In ninth grade, we were recognizing that
our classmates who had never been exposed to
people of other religions—both teachers and
students—were very close-minded and were
not understanding of other people’s opinions,”
Margolis said. “We felt that it was important
to help people understand the other side of the
issues, whether or not they agree.”
Education about other religions was also
necessary for the founders. “We were never
exposed to Muslims or Christians and we only
got that exposure outside of school,” Margolis
said.
ETHIC, which stands for Education
THrough Intelligence and Compassion, is an
educational program mainly composed of seminar-style lectures and bonding through community service, with an emphasis on guest speakers
and videos. “The program was designed to initiate inter-religious dialogue between females
in Baltimore. Our goal is to combine girls’
empowerment with inter-religious dialogue,”
Margolis said.
Hamburger and Margolis hope “to establish
a core group of girls with whom there can be
open discussions and a sense of trust shared, as

well as defy the stereotypes and impact others
in our community.”
Bria Dorsey ’18 attended the first event of
the year. She heard of the program through Margolis, and decided to try it out. “We played a
few icebreakers and games, and we got to know
more about each other. We watched a video
about certain stereotypes in certain religions,”
said Dorsey, a practicing Roman Catholic.
“I really enjoyed going and I’m really looking forward to their upcoming event,” Dorsey
said. “It’s really interesting to see what other
people think of other religions and it’s really interesting to learn more about other religions….
[to] hear people’s personal experiences with
that religion.”
The majority of the participants come from
schools including “Maryvale, Notre Dame Preparatory, Pikesville, Franklin, Friends and Beth
Tfiloh,” Hamburger said. “The Park students
bring an educated and informed perspective to
our program. I found that they are extremely
open to others’ religions and worked well with
others from the beginning.”
Dorsey was one of the two Park attendees at
the first event. At the second event Iman Sheybani, an Upper School History teacher, was the
guest speaker.
“Rebecca came to me and asked if I would
participate in the session on Islam,” said Sheybani, a practicing Muslim. “Most of the girls
who participate in the program are Jewish and
Christian, so she wanted to have a separate session on Islam. I came in and spoke for 10-15

minutes on the basics of Islam, and [gave] an
overview, and there was an emphasis on the
question and answer session.” Sheybani found
the experience “rewarding and very interesting.”
Sheybani said that she received some difficult questions. People asked about the purpose of headscarves, the way marriages worked,
and the frequency and ways to say prayers in
Muslims’ everyday lives. “[People asked] what
distinguishes Islam from other religions in my
opinion,” she said. “Many people were surprised by the connections between their religions and Islam.” Sheybani hopes that having
another perspective was useful and said that she
would do it again.
Margolis and Hamburger have no set plans
for the program after they graduate in 2017.
“Hopefully by the time we graduate, Rebecca
and I will have found a few other girls who
will be willing to take over ETHIC, as we sincerely hope it continues as long as possible,”
Hamburger said.
According to Margolis, no other program
like this exists for teens in Baltimore, and she is
happy that ETHIC is able to combine religion,
education, and bonding between females. “We
hope there will be some freshman or sophomores who come throughout this year who we
can mentor in the summer and through next
fall,” Margolis said. “We would be willing to
put in the work to keep the program going. We
don’t want our program to disappear when we
leave.”

Peprah runs West Africa club Asking Fink what she thinks
by Bunmi Osias ’17
A new club for Lower Schoolers focuses
on West African culture. On Thursdays after
school, second grade teacher Akua Peprah runs
the West African Culture Club, a group of second, third, and fourth graders, which meets in
in her classroom.
The idea of this club came about when
Lower School Principal Lisa Sun wanted
more teachers to be involved in after school
programming, which gave Peprah the chance to
share parts of her Ghanaian culture with Lower
School Students.
Peprah grew up in Accra, Ghana and lived
there until she came to the United States for
college. At every Thursday meeting there is
an aspect of Ghanaian culture that the children
learn, for instance, weaving kente cloth or printmaking.
Peprah, drawing on her own childhood, explains to students what life is like for many in
Ghana. In order to experience typical Ghanaian
culture, the children do an activity that relates to
the theme. When the theme for the meeting was
folktales, the students read the story of Ananse,
a folktale about a spider, and performed a play
for the whole Lower School during assembly.
For last year’s May Day, fifth grade students
printed adinkra symbols, which are symbols
that are used in Ghanaian printmaking, on their
shirts and loved it. This inspired Peprah to consider creating this after school group where the
children can learn about the culture in more
depth.
Peprah is aware that doing a culture club has
the potential to create stereotypes if the idea
is that culture is just composed of art. Peprah
consciously strives to show the range of culture,
“not just in arts and crafts.” Peprah creates “dif-

ferent types of activities like storytelling and
cooking.”
This club has not just been a learning experience for the participants, but for Peprah as
well. Instead of the initial worry she felt about
the club, she learned that “kids are very curious about other places...they don’t really have
a single story of Africa,” said Peprah.
This club has been a positive experience for
many students. “It was good,” said Pete Hooker
’26. “My favorite part was making the napkins and I liked learning about my culture.”
Sia Roberts ’26.
Other teachers too, have formed after school
clubs based on their backgrounds. “It just so
happened that many of the class offerings are
related to [teachers’] own cultures. They want
to share it with the students,” said Lisa Sun.

by Thao Kahn ’17
Many know Nancy Fink as an Upper School
Spanish teacher, faculty adviser to Pride Club
and Spanish Club, and proprietor of what might
be the best kitchen-as-classroom in the Upper
School. But what is underneath the famous
Fink Mystique? I sat down with her to investigate.
Why did you come to Park?
(She smiles.) I knew about Park because I
knew Lucky Mallonee [’62] and Karen Mallonee [née Abrams ’72]. Karen had been my
best friend in college, and moved back here to
get married to Lucky. So when my ex-husband
and I were in Panama, trying to return to the
States, I applied to Park, came here, and started
teaching. I had applied a few years before, and
didn’t get in. So I got in in round two.
If you were a tea, what kind of tea would
you be?
(Sips tea.) Lady Grey.
Why?
Because it has a strong but subtle flavor. It’s
not as bitter as Earl Grey, and it has a smoothness to it.
How long have you been teaching?
This is my fortieth year. Thirty-two of them
have been at Park.

photo by A. Abrams ’16

Second grade teacher Akua Peprah
started an after school club focusing
on West African culture.

What’s your favorite color?
See, you’re asking all these hard questions.
Teal. And I think it’s teal because I like blends
of things. I’m not a very black and white person.
I like the mixing of colors, and I like to weave
with that color.

What do you like about teaching Spanish?
I like that I can teach anything, as long as
it’s in Spanish. We can do math, we can do
history…and I think what I really like about it
is looking at other cultures, so that interests me
as much as the language itself.
What’s your least favorite Spanish word?
Oh, I have no idea….My least favorite Spanish word? (Laughs. Stares out window.) I don’t
know. Probably the word realizar, not because
of the word, but because students misuse it all
the time. They use it in place of darse cuenta.
Why did you want to become a teacher?
I became a teacher because in high school,
I’d done a term paper on bilingual education.
I really wanted to work with kids where they
would learn to read and write in both English
and Spanish and not have
to give up their first
language.
Do you collect
anything?
Yes. It didn’t
start out as a collection, but my
daughter and I collect a lot of fabric.
And we’re collecting
squirrels right now. Not
real ones. Toy squirrels, chocolate
squirrels, you
name it: squirrels.
photo by N.
Blau ’18
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Rosenfeld ’09 makes a career of asking questions
by Catherine
Robbins ’18
Students come and go, and some work to
bring about major changes to curriculum. Everett Rosenfeld from the class of 2009, is one of
those who had an effect. As an underclassman,
he was instrumental in adding Chinese to Upper School long before area schools offered it,
and it has since become a staple in the modern
language dept.
It all began when Rosenfeld was taking
Spanish in the eighth grade. He liked languages,
but having taken Spanish since Lower School,
he was yearning for a new challenge. After consulting his parents, they suggested that he learn
Chinese. He was intrigued.
Upper School Chinese teacher Xiaomu Hu
was a graduate student at Johns Hopkins University when Rosenfeld started taking private
lessons with her. “His mom [former WJZ news

anchor Sally Thorner] found me and he wanted to start Chinese lessons the next day,” Hu
said. He continued to take lessons throughout
high school.
“When she graduated, she asked me if I
thought any schools would want a Chinese
teacher full time, and I said ‘Yeah, I bet Park
would if they were smart,’” Rosenfeld said. He
then pitched adding Chinese to the Upper
School modern language department, which
found his argument very compelling, and hired
Hu in 2007.
Hu was particularly interested in Chinese,
but her main reason for teaching was her belief
that the school should have another option other
than just Spanish and French. “I think it’s really
important to have a non-Western language for
our students to know, not only the language but
also the culture in the rest of the world, not just
the west, to be better global citizens,” Hu said.
“It’s pretty amazing that Park was willing to
take that plunge, and to do something that so

photo courtesy Everett Rosenfeld ’09
A former editor-in-chief of Postscript, Rosenfeld is now a reporter for CNBC.

few schools at the time were doing. It just really
shows what a progressive and forward thinking
institution Park is,” Rosenfeld said.
Rosenfeld also contributed to this school in
other ways: he was an editor-in-chief of Postscript, a Mock Trial captain, a teaching assistant
for Criminal Law, a member of the tennis team,
he wrote and performed music with a friend at
Goldsoundz, and helped paint a mural in the
theater lobby with the Upper School resident
artist at that time.
“He brought all sorts of different things
to the school. He brought a lot of intellectual
interest and firepower and he brought a lot of
leadership,” Upper School History teacher and
Co-Director of College Counseling Tina Forbush said. Forbush was Rosenfeld’s adviser,
and they got to know each other pretty well.
He left his mark on the school in many
ways, including the mini fridge in Postscript’s
publications office. “That’s my most important legacy,” Rosenfeld said. He was constantly
drinking warm soda and decided things needed
to change, so he did something about it. After
he and fellow editors-in-chief tried but failed
to get permission, the team decided to sneak it
in during the night.
Rosenfeld is a successful journalist, traveling all over the world after his graduation from
Yale. “Particularly at Park, people are very successful if they are intellectually interested, and
want to explore ideas. Everett really did want
to do those things,” Forbush said.
Rosenfeld’s knowledge of the Chinese language and culture has given him some incredible opportunities to further his career. “I’ve
interviewed government officials and major
business people from all over China, and I’ve
lived there a bunch of times now, and it’s all
because of Xiaomu. The same program Park
students are jumping into now has given me this
really terrific career,” Rosenfeld said.

photo courtesy Everett Rosenfeld ’09

Everett Rosenfeld ’09 helped bring Chinese classes to Upper School.

Now a reporter for CNBC, Rosenfeld’s work
has been featured in Time Magazine, SikhChic.
com, USA Today, The Christian Science Monitor, CNN, Yahoo, NBC News, MSNBC and
more.
He claims Park has really contributed to how
he came to be a reporter.
“Park teaches you how to write really well;
I went to a pretty good college and all of my
peers there had not had nearly as much writing
experience as I had,” Rosenfeld said.
“The mode of discussion that takes place
at Park is an inherently questioning one,” he
said. “The class discussions and the way that
lessons were presented instilled critical thinking,” which Rosenfeld notes is an important
part of any journalist’s skillset. Another aspect
to uncovering the truth is knowing what questions to ask. “I’m not that good of a writer,”
Rosenfeld said. “I’m like a totally fine writer
but I’m really good at asking questions, and
that’s what Park gave me, and I’m incredibly
thankful for it.”

Arctic research extends into October
In late October five Upper School students in the ISAMR group
(International Student-led Arctic Monitoring and Research), including Isaac Lichtenstein ’18, ventured to northern Manitoba, Canada
where they observed the annual gathering of polar bears at the edge
of Hudson Bay. Traveling with Julie Rogers, science chair, students
joined an educational coalition Rogers made with Arctic scientists
and schools in Canada.
“Each October the Bay begins to freeze and polar bears set out
onto the ice to hunt for seals,” Lichtenstein said. Hoping to contribute data to help settle an important scientific dispute regarding
the numbers of bears involved in these annual migrations, students
assisted in identifying bears by the unique pattern of their facial
markings, or “whisker prints.”
Students also gathered qualitative “estimates regarding the body
condition of the bears to assess if there are noticeable changes,”
Lichtenstein said. “The bears hunt all winter on the ice floes and
then return to shore in the late spring when the ice melts, having
fattened themselves with seal meat. They hunt at the air hole openings in the ice, the holes seals use to breathe through,” Lichtenstein
said. “Polar bears also stalk baby seals in nests in the ice.”
The most interesting human encounter Lichtenstein had was with
a First Nation elder named Caroline of the Sayisi Dene tribe. “She
told us how, about 50 years ago, her people were forced to settle in
Churchill, and how they could no longer be nomadic hunters. The
changes, along with alcohol, wreaked havoc on her people.” Since
then, tribal elders have had “to work very hard to preserve traditions since their language is unwritten” and modernity has altered
their lifestyle profoundly.

photo by N. Blau ’18
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Addams Family creeps onto stage
by Catie Turner ’17
The Addams Family, this fall’s Upper
School musical, premiered on November 12 to a packed and eager house.
In this modern take on the notoriously
quirky—or creepy—family, the Addams’
version of ‘normal’ is upended when their
daughter Wednesday (Olivia Sellman
’16) decides to introduce her fiancé Lucas Beineke (Christian Lillie ’17) to the
family. Where the Addamses love torture, murder, and gore, the Beinekes are
Midwesterners who chalk Wednesday’s
family’s eccentricity up to their New York
City lifestyle.
Wednesday’s father Gomez (Connor
Moore ’17) is swashbuckling, dramatic,
and jolly. His repartee with his reserved
and elegant wife Morticia (Campbell
Knobloch ’16) is engaging and witty,
and their up-and-down relationship
throughout the musical keeps the audience rooting for the two to work it all
out. Their children, Pugsley (Rebecca
Detling-Edsall ’17) and Wednesday, have
a similarly hot and cold relationship.
While it is twisted—Wednesday enjoys
torturing her brother, which he doesn’t
mind—Sellman and Detling-Edsall made
it relatable to the many siblings in the
audience. Grandma, a hobbling, potiontoting elder who may or may not actually
be an Addams, puts the nail in the coffin
(so to speak) of the Addams’ normalcy:
in one scene, she peddles her potions to
Pugsley; in another, she tries valiantly
to participate in a family game before
finally announcing, “I peed.” Marion
Comi-Morog ’17’s portrayal of Grandma brought a spot-on, energetic charm
and sense of humor to the role. Lurch
(Ethan Forrer ’17), the family’s possiblydead butler, shambles where Grandma
hobbles; like Grandma, he makes the Addams’ already-high bizarreness quotient
even higher.
In contrast to the Addamses is the
Beineke family, made up of son Lucas,
mother Alice (Lauren Brooks ’16), and
father Mal (Daniel Cody ’18). This family is painfully normal: Alice speaks in

poems about flowers, sunshine, and optimism; Mal works in an office; and the
three hail from Ohio (a revelation that
shocks the Addams family). The two families’ meeting was uncomfortable and hilarious—Alice burst into false laughter
several times, while Gomez made offcolor jokes.
The show takes many twists and turns:
Alice undergoes a personality transformation brought on by a potion Pugsley
intended for Wednesday, the two families’ secrets are revealed in a tell-all game
called “Full Disclosure,” and the Beinekes
are trapped at the house by bad weather. Throughout both acts, the chorus of
Addams ancestors are forced by Uncle
Fester (Luke Pound ’18) to help Wednesday keep her true love. Fester and the
chorus—hilarious, disturbing, and in-between—guided the audience through the
story of the Addams family with finesse
and musical chops.
The Addams Family subverts the typical story of forbidden love between a man
and a woman from two different backgrounds, presenting it in an un-orthodox,
clever, and hilarious way. All of the actors
in The Addams Family were fully devoted
to their roles, imbuing them with wit and
life. Audiences laughed at even the most
macabre of jokes, such as when Knobloch
sang “Just Around The Corner,” about
how she looks forward to death when she
is “feeling uninspired, or need(s) a little
spree.” The cast’s musical strength made
wordy, complex songs so catchy that I expect them to get stuck in my head for the
next six months, and dance numbers of
Herculean complexity looked natural.
The dark and ominous lighting and
the gothic design of the stage set brought
me into the setting of The Addams Family, as did the spooky makeup that the
chorus of ancestors wore. Costumes ran
the gamut from all-white conquistador attire to middle-aged Ohioan uniform, but
one thing remained consistent: they were
always beautifully chosen and perfectly
matched to the show’s playful tone. The
overall professionalism of the performers
and the design of the set made me forget that the show was performed by high
school students.

Stellar performances, spectacular costumes and sets,
spooky make-up, unforgettable music, and complex
choreography combined to make The Addams Family an
outstanding US fall production. Theater teacher Peter King
directed the show; Music teacher Adele Dinerstein oversaw
the musical production. History and theater arts teacher
John Trout and his class built the set. Choreography was
by Timoth Copney, Lauren Brooks ’16 and Eliana Sakin ’17.
photos by M. Lipitz ’17,
and courtesy Jason Lee
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Four masters sample music the right way
by Nikita Shtarkman ’16

9

In recent years, music producers have been pushed to stop sampling. Sampling is a risk. Artists who sample other tracks
are often ordered to court to defend their uses of the snippets. A few artists withstood this pressure to stop creating, and
stand out as pillars of the genre.

Madlib

Alchemist

Knxwledge

Madlib (Otis Jackson Junior) is notable for
both his diversity and his profligacy. No other
producer can match the rate at which he outputs
music, nor the wide range of material he releases. Not only has he made a significant amount of
work under his own name, Madlib has adopted
several other monikers, including Quasimoto,
his high pitched, abstract rap mascot, and Yesterday’s New Quintet, his jazz group in which
he plays all five parts. With his Beat Konducta
series, one can see Madlib’s solo exploration of
varying sources—ranging from African tribal
music to mechanical techno tracks. His style
is fairly minimal, and often he stays true to the
music samples, but notwithstanding, Madlib
develops a distinct, distinguishable identity
through his splices.

Alchemist (Daniel Alan Maman) is another
West Coast, off-kilter producer, who uses the
most off-the-wall samples to make some diverse
tracks. If a beat or song sounds foreign, with
an obscure sample and a banging drum track,
chances are that Alchemist produced it. His
snippets are taken from a bevy of sources, with
albums influenced by specific countries. The
2012 album Russian Roulette is his Russianinfluenced collage work, while Israeli Salad is
his 2015 exploration of his heritage.
Though he often ventures into the wild,
unique samples; Alchemist can also make very
simple, minimalist productions that nonetheless
retain their impact. His work has penetrated
the mainstream before, with several classic,
popular beats.

West coast producer Knxwledge (Glen Macnaughton Boothe) is part of a new generation
of producers. His music is both off-kilter and
creative, while remaining thoroughly rhythmic
and soulful. A lot of Knxwledge’s work relies on
a single sample. For example, his song “BestFriends” is a reinvention of the first few minutes of “Best Friends” by Amy Winehouse. The
sample is shifted down a few tones, filtered of
all high frequencies, and layered upon a single
pounding kick. The characteristic Amy Winehouse drawl is chopped away—replaced with
a mellow, warm tone.
Knxwledge’s discography spans around 60
short projects, with two full-length albums.
Though it is hard to pick a place to start listening, I recommend opening his Bandcamp page
and checking out some of his tapes.

cartoon by N. Shtarkman ’16

J Dilla

James Yancey, commonly known as J Dilla
is considered to be one of the greatest producers
ever. He is especially respected for his innovative and beautiful use of samples. Questlove,
esteemed drummer of the Roots, spoke about
Dilla’s work on the song “Little Brother” by
Black Star, saying “if you really break down
[how made this track], it is the equivalent of
someone solving a ten thousand piece puzzle
in record time.”
Unfortunately, 29 years into his life Dilla
was diagnosed with lupus. His final album—a
masterpiece of sample-heavy music, Donuts,
was written on his death-bed. There is a soulful
swing to this record, with yelping gospel riffs,
drums that knock, and rare vocal samples.

The Martian’s inaccuracies weigh it down
by Ross Greenberg ’16

photo courtesy static5.techinsider.io/

For generations humans have been gazing
up at the night sky wondering what lies beyond
the clouds. We have always wanted to explore
other worlds, but we haven’t even made it to
our second closest planetary neighbor, Mars.
But what if we could send humans to Mars?
The Martian, touches upon this hypothetical
question.
The film’s protagonist, astronaut Mark
Watney, portrayed by Matt Damon, becomes
deserted on the Red Planet after a storm forced
the rest of his crew to flee to Earth. In order to
survive the harsh terrain, he is forced to think of
crafty ways to get by. He grows potatoes with
Martian soil, human waste, and a homemade
irrigation system. Watney also uses a nuclear
reactor as a heating system.
Although these solutions are futuristic, they
are incredibly unrealistic. Mark Watney was
able to grow potatoes because he just so happened to be a botanist. Why would they send a
botanist into outer space for a temporary space
expedition? Are they looking for new species
of plants on Mars? I could see bringing him if
they were trying to grow food for a long-term
colony on Mars, but otherwise he just seems
like dead weight. Besides, we don’t even know
if Martian soil is capable of nourishing crops

in the first place.
And the nuclear heater just seems ridiculous.
He put the reactor not in his shelter, but right behind the headspace in his mobile rover! I guess
being a little warmer while driving around Mars
at night is worth certain death due to radiation
poisoning. If he thought he was going to die
anyway, it wouldn’t make a difference. However, he truly believed that he would survive.
He thought that he would be able to live for
four years, until the next human mission arrived. So why was he slowly killing himself
with radioactivity?
Mark Watney’s impractical survival methodology wasn’t the goofiest part of the film.
The rescue was.
A lone physicist on Earth was able to figure
out a novel way to redirect Mark’s ship back to
Mars. In order to meet the ship, Mark had to be
launched into space in a canvas-covered capsule that was remote-controlled from Earth by
NASA. This convoluted plan somehow worked.
He reached space unscathed. But his crew’s ship
was too far away to reach. So he had another
solution for this: poke a hole in his space glove
and use the escaping air to propel himself toward the ship. Guess what! This worked too.
Although I must say that The Martian entertained me, its plot consisted of many unrealistic
points. However, all sci-fi films take liberties
when it comes to the accuracy of the science
(hence the “fi” part of sci-fi). But the plot-points

in The Martian are too dull to be sci-fi but too
exaggerated to be realistic fiction. The Martian
may be out of this world but as a movie, it is
just average.

photo courtesy film.ca
Matt Damon performs outrageous
heroics in new film The Martian.
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Art school a good option for graduates
by Adam
Stombler ’16
Park’s arts department is an amazing program, and perhaps one of the most underappreciated departments. Compared to many schools,
the arts program has unusually good resources,
with two large theaters, four art studios, two
digital labs, three music rooms, a recording
studio, a dance studio, and a many of practice
rooms. But sadly, for many these opportunities
are wasted; for them art class is what they take
to meet a requirement and avoid homework,
or it’s the first class traded in for a free block.
But for some, art is a passion that the school
fosters and encourages. Those who take full
advantage of the great art classes and faculty
here are able to develop higher levels of artistic
ability and thought. The few students who go on
to art colleges reflect back on the arts here as a
program with fantastic faculty, without whom
they would never be where they are today.
Maddy Riorda ’13 is now attending the

Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) where
she focuses on blacksmithing and sculpture. “I
could never sit still for very long so going into
sculpture was perfect because now I’m doing
all these crazy intense things. For example last
weekend I was climbing a building to cut off
a flag pole so I could get pre-WWII metal,”
Riorda said. Her current projects include everything from large metal and string sculptures
that fill a room, to steel swords decorated with
intricately crafted metal flowers.
Riorda’s current works are large and grandiose, and she attributes much of her success
to Park. “I’ll be honest: there’s no way I could
have gotten into RISD without the help of Garry
[Cerrone] and Christine [Tillman],” Riorda said.
The classes that she was able to take here
allowed her artistic talents to flourish, and the
support she received from the faculty was priceless. “Garry was always there to help me edit
a photo when I, as a dumb kid, thought all my
documented art should be tinted sepia. And
Christine put up with all the physically impossible perspective drawings I did with a smile
that said ‘sure Maddy, you go ahead and call

Intentional or accidental,
bad art is entertaining
by Graham
Rubin ’16
Whether it’s film, music, or visual art, my
reaction when it’s bad is always the same: why
did someone spend the time, effort, and materials to make this? Interestingly, this reaction is
rarely paired with a negative feeling; in fact, it’s
almost always accompanied by laughter: “It’s
so bad that it’s good!”
A few famous bad artists are the musicians
Lil B, Rebecca Black, and Nickelback. Some
commonly accepted examples of bad art are
the films Good Burger, Jack and Jill, and The
Room.
Why are such bad works so entertaining?
Often times it’s just because they are funny, but
then what makes them funny? What about bad
art makes us instinctively laugh?
In my opinion, the hilarity stems from
the viewer knowing that someone sunk large

photo courtesy amazon.com
Jack and Jill was crafted into a terrible
film.

amounts of effort, time, and material into the
piece, only for the result to end up an incoherent mess.
For example, Jack and Jill itself isn’t a good
film. The jokes in it are simple and cheap. The
acting is questionable at best. The plot appears
to have been written on the back of a cocktail
napkin. What elevates it to an entertaining work
is the fact that talented actors, directors, and
producers gathered together and painstakingly
crafted such a terrible film.
Some bad works of art were made by people
with genuine intent to make something wellcrafted and influential. An example of an artist
who did this was Edward D. Wood Jr., a film
writer and director who tried to make great films
for the sake of doing so. But all of his films were
terribly shot and directed, and the dialogue was
horridly written. He eventually developed a cult
following for his remarkably awful films, like
Bride of the Monster (1955), or Plan 9 From
Outer Space (1956).
Since the so-bad-it’s-good phenomenon is
known, it’s not out of the realm of possibility
that an artist could just as easily purposefully
make such a terrible piece of work so as to gain
the fame associated with making work so terrible. Is Lil B making his music in an earnest
attempt to create art, or merely to get fame and
fortune off of peoples’ appreciation for bad art?
I believe that intent doesn’t really matter.
I believe that art that gets the “it’s so bad that
it’s good” reaction can be considered worthy
of appreciation. To be able to make work that
causes a person to feel something is a feat that
deserves praise.
Bad art can also raise questions about what
art is and what it can be. Many would disagree
that Lil B is a great artist, but based on what?
What we determine to be bad art is only based
on our knowledge of past works and movements, and our own subjective criteria.
Declaring that a work or artist is “bad” is
largely personal preference. No art is objectively awful. So, yes, current “bad” art has a
place, and a rather important one at that, in the
art world.

that realism.’ They were the ones who introduced me to what the world really was with art.”
Sheridan Merrick ’15 is now in her first semester studying musical theater at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. This semester
she is taking acting, music, and dance classes,
and will audition soon for next semester’s productions.
Merrick’s first production at Park was The
Love for Three Oranges, in eighth grade. She
did several shows throughout high school, ending with Mr. Burns, a Post-Electric Play. “That
was one of my favorite shows of all time,” Merrick said.
Merrick credits Park’s theater program with
preparing her well for studying theater in college. “I emailed Peter [King, Drama Chair] after
my first acting class because I learned that what
I’m studying this first semester is what I’ve been
studying for four years with Peter,” she said.
The emphasis on reflection and thoughtfulness
in theater mirrors what she is doing now.
According to Merrick, attending an arts
school makes sense. “People might think that
going into theater or the arts means negating the

intellectual and academic knowledge you’ve
accrued,” she said. “But going to a school that
taught me to think has been helpful as an actor.
Going into the arts isn’t contradictory to the
Park philosophy.”

photo courtesy Jason Montoya
S. Merrick ’15 performs in Mr. Burns, a
Post-Electric Play.

Movies outside of the box
by Max Kwass-Mason ’17
I know Halloween has come and gone, but there’s always time for scary movies. In the
cold dark of winter, spend time with two great vampire movies that you can watch, as always,
without leaving your home (on Netflix, Amazon Video, or Google Play).
Both movies are well-paced, contemplative pieces, and both are terrifying. You can watch
these for the deliberate aesthetics of each frame, or just for scares. And, if you already saw the
Swedish one in Kirk Wulf’s gothic class, you should definitely check out the other.

Let The Right One In

A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night

Somewhere in between cute and incredibly
disturbing, Let The Right One In is one of the
strangest coming of age movies. It’s the dead
of winter in a small Swedish town. We follow
Oskar, a boy with few friends and plenty of
tormenters, as he encounters a girl in his courtyard. They talk, exchange a toy, and we see
Oskar making his first real ally. Meanwhile,
on the other side of town, we see a seemingly
random series of attacks, some perpetrated by
an older man, and some by a child.
And the Swedish winter is a dead one.
Even small gestures seem enormous on the
barren sheets of white, and, no matter what
happens during the night, in the morning we
just see snow. The soundtrack matches with
this aesthetic, producing the shrill sound of
wind sliding off the ice. Working in tandem,
this ratchets up the suspense and sense of isolation, making Let The Right One In a truly
frightening experience.

A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night almost
functions as a grown-up sequel to the previous film. The town has grown old and corrupt, the schoolyard bullies have turned into
drug dealers, and the outcast has become the
only force keeping the town together. Meanwhile, our hero is just trying to stay afloat and
deal with his junkie father. The same parallel
storylines in Right One In are used, except
they are much tighter and with fewer characters; A Girl Walks Home suggests a tightly
knit community where morals are far greyer.
Again, where the Right One In used blank
snow and minimal sound to accentuate sparse
color and movement, A Girl Walks Home
fills the black and white frame with vibrant
music, lens flares, and a close camera. If
you’re looking for something new, the plot
is completely unpredictable, conventional
power dynamics are upended, and any other
expectations are shattered.

photos courtesy imdb.com
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Dan Lopez works
behind the scenes
by Will Tucker ’19

photo by M. Lipitz ’17

Dan Lopez has been an athletic trainer at Park for 18 years. He also teaches
an Anatomy and Physiology elective in the Upper School.

Dan Lopez has been an athletic trainer at
Park since 1998. The National Athletic Trainers
Association describes a trainer as “a healthcare
professional who collaborates with physicians,”
and whose services “amount to prevention,
emergency care, clinical diagnosis, therapeutic
intervention and rehabilitation of injuries and
medical conditions.”
But while Lopez’s job description simply
says “Athletic Trainer,” he also plays a larger
role in the athletic department and helps to keep
it running smoothly.
“Dan is practically another athletic director,
and we are extremely lucky to have him,” Eli
Friedman ’16 said. “On a basic level, he just
keeps our players healthy, but he is much more
than that.”
Last year, longtime teacher/coach Lucky
Mallonee ’62 and Athletic Director Ridge Diven
both retired. Lopez has helped with the transition to new leadership in many ways. He has
assisted with candidate interviews for coaching
jobs and in designing the new brown jerseys
for soccer and basketball teams. “I relish being the person doing work behind the scenes,”
Lopez said.
Lopez is also very invested in student athletes and helping teams be as successful as possible. “I take an interest in the intangibles that
exist in sports like motivation and having kids
be proud of their efforts,” he said
“There are times when he will pull me aside

and ask me how the leadership on my team is
and just how everything is going,” Friedman
said.
Lopez is also always attending one game or
another and supporting teams. “Other schools
associate success with wins and losses while we
at Park think success comes from the experience
of being on the team.”
Lopez also teaches an Upper School science
elective, Anatomy and Physiology, offered to
eleventh and twelfth graders. He tries to make
his class as much like a college class as he can.
Many of Lopez’s students have noted that he
uses a different teaching style than other Park
teachers.
“The course is lecture based, and there is a
midterm and final giving it more of a college
level structure,” Ross Basner ’16, a student in
the class, said. “He gives his students a lot of
independence. There are often many labs, projects, and tests going on at once, and he expects
his students to be able to properly balance their
time.”
The Bruin Athletic Council club in the Upper School meets weekly and Lopez is always
in attendance and giving input. “I always want
to help the athletic department move forward
and I like to stay involved in as many aspects
as possible of the inner workings,” Lopez
said.
Though a lot of his work is done behind
the scenes, Lopez is nonetheless valued by his
colleagues in the athletic department. “If I had
to describe Dan with only a few words I would
use organized, caring, and generous,” Boys’
Athletic Director Dia Clark ’06 said.

DeCosta speaks to MS Support orphan sports
by Bennett Demsky ’18

Eric DeCosta, the Assistant General Manager of the Baltimore Ravens, came to speak to the
Middle School on November 12. DeCosta was
invited to give an assembly by Middle School
Principal Josh Wolf, on the recommendation
of several Park parents. According to Wolf, the
Ravens’ Assistant GM gave a great talk.
DeCosta attended high school in Taunton,
Massachusetts and was an honor student and
football captain at Colby College where he
graduated in 1993. In 1996, DeCosta joined
the Baltimore Ravens organization as a player
personnel assistant, and he ascended quickly
within the organization. By 2003, DeCosta was
the director of college scouting for the Ravens,
and in 2012, he was promoted to the position of
assistant general manager.
DeCosta has excelled in his many roles in
the Ravens front office and played a large part
in drafting many fan favorites and Pro-Bowlers,
such as Terrell Suggs, Marshal Yanda, and Joe
Flacco.
He also played a significant part in building the Super Bowl XLVII champion team.
DeCosta has been courted by other teams for
numerous General Manager positions, but has
opted to stay in Baltimore where it seems he is
the GM in waiting.
But for all of his success in the world of football, Eric DeCosta didn’t speak much about how
he does his job. Instead, he talked about things
that were more relevant to students than football: hobbies, success, adversity, and hard work.
“[These attributes] will help over the next two,

three or four years of your lives as you prepare
to be better people in society,” DeCosta said.
Relating this advice to his job as a player
personnel official in the NFL, he said, “How
well someone plays on the field is not as important as who they are as a person.” This was
a major theme of his assembly and something
that he communicated clearly.
Decosta also warned students about the
dangers of social media. “Social media is not
your friend,” he said, before elaborating on
how things done online early in life don’t go
away. “It’s really embarrassing what people will
post and say,” he said. “You don’t realize these
things are going to follow you around forever.”
“We’ve got a lot of players that aren’t on our
team because of things that they put on their Instagram, Facebook, or Twitter when they were
in school,” Decosta said. “So please, be very,
very careful about what you do, because it’s not
going to go away.”
Students enjoyed DeCosta’s assembly. “I
really liked the assembly with Mr. DeCosta,”
Liza Sheehy ’21 said. “He was very professional with his answers and it was especially
interesting to me because I’m a Ravens fan.”

“

How well someone
plays on the field is not
as important as who they
are as a person.
—Eric DeCosta
Ravens Assistant GM

by Abi Klos ’19
During the fall and the spring, Kelly Field
is surrounded by spectators supporting soccer
and lacrosse teams. During the winter, bleachers
in the Athletic Center are filled with basketball fans. The squash, cross country, and tennis teams, on the other hand, struggle with fan
support due to their events largely taking place
off campus.
Squash doesn’t get much support mainly
because “it is off campus and it’s not really a
professional sport,” Alex Wetzler ’17 said.
It is inconvenient for many people since it is
out of the way and meets at 7:00 at night. “[The
lack of support] isn’t that big of a deal to me,
but I can’t imagine how the coaches feel when
they see that half of the team doesn’t show up
for the practices,” Wetzler said.
Although the squash team doesn’t have
many fans, the people who are on the team love
it and want to see their numbers rise.
“A squash match is possibly the most fun
I’ve had so far in high school,” Wetzler said.
“I realized that when I didn’t worry so much
about winning, I had so much fun no matter
what the score was.” For many on the team,
the experience of playing is more significant
than the results.
Cross country also doesn’t get a lot of support. “It’s not much of a spectator sport and
people run by for five seconds then they’re
gone,” Clara Brill-Carlat ’17 said. Another
reason many people don’t watch cross country
is because a lot of people prefer contact sports
where the players score points and goals.

“[Cross country] is not as entertaining for
people to watch because a lot of people start
running and nothing else happens,” Timmy
Barrick ’17 said.
While it may not be the best spectator sport,
when people do come out to meets and cheer it
gives the runners additional energy.
Fans aside, the squad has also had trouble
fielding a team. “I feel like it’s because people
think running is the bad part of every sport, so
having a sport of just running may seem like a
horrible sport when in reality it’s not,” Hannah
McKenzie ’17 said.
Cross country has a team dynamic that is
often overlooked. “People don’t think of it as a
team sport, but the team can be really supportive
while everyone is also running individually,”
Brill-Carlat said.
Tennis also has a small fan-base. “We don’t
play at Park and it is probably a large hassle
to go to a game,” Hayley Miller ’16 said. Being off-campus requires an additional level of
commitment from fans, as there is not always
an easy way for fans to get to games.
Players do wish they had a little more recognition. “Our team doesn’t get talked about
as much, but we work just as hard as all of the
other teams,” Miller said.
Because tennis is an individual sport, players do not have to worry about letting down
teammates. Many people join the tennis team
without ever picking up a racket and they get
to improve their skills.
“[Tennis] has a really fun group of kids that
come and it’s genuinely pretty exciting,” Miller
said.
Cross Country and Squash team members
would agree.
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Fall sports wrap up
Boys’ Soccer

Boys’ Varsity Soccer finished their season
sitting at fourth place in the MIAA B Conference. The team fell 3-1 to Severn in the semifinals, who went on to become conference champions for the second year in a row. The Bruins
had a final record of 8-8.
By the closing weeks of October the team
had sustained many injuries and, as a result,
head coach Zach Flores moved some JV players up to varsity.
“Numerous injuries hindered our success
this season,” Captain Will King ’16 said. “After
starting out 5-0 we went 3-8 in the rest of our
games, and for a few games we only had one
or two subs.”
A playoff push set up the first match of
Park’s postseason against Gerstell Academy.
With an assist from freshman Luke GoodinsonParadis, captain Jonathan Godon ’16 sent home
the sole point of the game in double overtime,
propelling the team to the semi-finals. “[I] don’t
think I’ll ever forget running after Johnny after
he scored the winning goal in OT against Gerstell,” King said.
King and Godon were named all-conference
players along with Bennett Abrams ’17 and
goalkeeper Steven Villacorta ’17.
Looking to next year, the team will lose
seven seniors and Flores will return as head
coach next fall. Current captain, Jacob Hulit
’17, will be joined by Devin Lowe ’17 and a
third unnamed individual to lead the next team.
“Personally, this was the best Park soccer
team I’ve been a part of in my high school career,” Godon said. “I think the guys returning
are going to have a really good squad and a
lot of skill, and should be able to compete for
Park’s first championship.”
JV also played a hard fought season finishing with a record of 6-4-2.
—Abel Sapirstein ’17

Girls’ Varsity Soccer
With a very balanced team, Girls’ Varsity
Soccer had high expectations heading into their
season. Although this team was full of young
talent, senior captains Emily Berner, Alexis
Hudes, Sofia Porcarelli, and Leanna Gitter
provided the experience and leadership necessary to carry the Bruins deep into the playoffs.
After placing fourth in the IAAM C Conference regular season standings with a conference record of 6-3, Park defeated Key School
2-0 at home in the first round of the playoffs.
The Bruins fell 2-0 in a hard-fought semifinal
game at Glenelg Country School. “I was very
happy with our results this season,” Berner said.
“Everyone was always giving their best effort.”
Additionally, Berner and Porcarelli both
won IAAM all-conference awards.
Berner also noted that Girls’ Varsity Soccer
has the potential to be successful in the coming
seasons. Specifically regarding the defense, she
said: “Playing side-by-side with Maddie Willis
[’18] this season, I noticed a ton of improvement and I feel very comfortable leaving the
defense in her hands next year, along with Isabel
Berner [’18].”
This team also developed a lot of chemistry
both on and off the field as the season wore on.
“This team grew to be so close, even with the

great number of 26 players,” Berner said. “It
was a very rewarding season.”

—Jack Sheehy ’17

Boys’ Varsity Cross Country
With one of the fastest teams since 2008,
Boys’ Varsity Cross Country finished their season fourth in the MIAA B Conference rankings
with a record of 4-3. The team placed third in
their championship meet.
After only losing one senior from last year’s
team, the group had a good balance of upperclassmen leadership from captains Max Morrison ’16 and Alec Goldstone ’16, as well as
young talent with potential for the future. Freshmen Peter Luljak and Matthew Hudes ran with
varsity this year, and should be important team
members for years to come.
Juniors Brian Malone and Timmy Barrick
both won all-conference awards. Members of
this year’s team were not only fast, but they
were focused. “This year’s team was more competitive in its mindset [than last year’s team];
everybody took it seriously,” Morrison said. As
Boys’ Varsity Cross Country puts a relatively
successful year behind them, the team will look
to their young talent and speedy rising seniors
for an even better season in 2016.
—Zach Stern ’19

Girls’ Varsity Cross Country
Girls Cross Country, despite being a young
team, finished fifth overall in standings and
fourth overall in the IAAM C Conference championship meet. After last year’s 2-7 record, Amy
Kitchens and Tom Juhasz coached the team to
a great rebound season. Finishing with a 6-4
record, captains Nile Fossett ’16, Mary Kelly
’17, Hannah McKenzie ’17, and Clara BrillCarlat ’17 led the team. “We all worked hard
and everyone improved. It was a tremendous
season,” Fossett said.
Every week the team set a goal they wanted
to achieve, which allowed for them to make
progress in many different areas. “We succeeded in really taking what we learned in practice
and actually applying it in our meets against
other schools,” Fossett said.
Julia Luljak ’19 was a talented runner not
only for this team, but also for the whole conference. Luljak was recognized with a spot on the
all-conference team in only her freshman year.
“Julia was a great spark for our team,” Fossett
said. Luljak finished in first place overall in the
C Conference championship meet.
“Cross country is a very unique sport. We
all get to try and beat ourselves every meet,
while at the same time maintaining a strong
team chemistry,” Fossett said. As the only senior, she is confident the team will continue to
do great without her. “It was so much fun to
be a part of cross country,” she said. “I’m sure
the team will do well in the following years.”
—Spencer Levitt ’18

Girls’ Field Hockey
With coaches Kara Hickok, Carly Bianco,
and Essie Mallonee, Varsity Field Hockey was
able to turn around their program in just one
year. The team finished with a 7-7 overall re-

cord, and scored 36 total goals. “In comparison
with the last two seasons, we had an incredible
year,” said Captain Jordin Sirody ’16.
Captains Sirody and Taylor Kasoff ’16
helped the team grow and succeed throughout the season in many different aspects of the
game. “We all supported each other as a team,
which made it easy to learn,” Sirody said.
Sydney Lowe ’19 played exceptionally
throughout the season, and went on to represent Park on the all-conference team. “Even
though it was the freshmen’s first time playing in the high school program, they all really
stepped up on the varsity team and helped us do
well,” Sirody said. “They were all very willing
to learn, and they have the next couple years
to do so.”
After making it to the playoffs, Park beat
Friends 5-0 in the opening round. Unfortunately, Park then lost to St. Paul’s School for
Girls in the quarter finals. Looking ahead, the
team will lose their only two seniors, Sirody
and Kasoff, and the year ahead looks to be a
strong one. “I’m excited to see how they do next
year,” Sirody said. “I’m sure they have many
great years in front of them.”
Led by Captains Atira Koikoi ’17 and Jailyn
Clark ’17, JV field hockey finished with a 3-2-2
record this season. Team chemistry may have
been most important in helping the team thrive.
“We were all very good friends,” Koikoi said.
“Our ability to work together definitely made it
easier to play really well as a team.”
—Spencer Levitt ’18

Girls’ Tennis
Despite finishing the season with a 1-9 overall record, Girls’ Varsity Tennis improved as
the season went on. “We actually had a really
good season,” Olivia Sun ’17 said. Coached by
Rommel Loria, John White, Betty Medalie, and
Katherine Socha, the Bruins finished ninth in
the IAAM Tennis A Conference.
Captained by Hayley Miller ’16 and Sophie
Cohen ’16, the team endured some close losses.
“Even though we didn’t always have the best
overall result, most games were very close, so
we were never completely washed out,” Sun
said. The team did lose a lot of games by a very
small margin, including losses to Archbishop
Spalding, Glenelg, Mount de Sales, and Garrison Forest all by the score of 3-2.
There were definite bright spots throughout the season as well for Girls’ Tennis such as
their sole conference win, a 3-2 victory at home
against St. Paul’s School for Girls in their final
match of the season. “Our doubles teams were
also really good together,” said Noe Wolf ’18.
“Especially Stephanie Davidson [’17] and Eliza
Miller [’17].”
Joi Haskins ’18 was described by both Sun
and Wolf as the best player on the team. “She
never has off-games, and she has really great
strength hitting the ball,” said Sun. Haskins,
only a sophomore, will continue to be a force
on the team for years to come.
JV also had a positive season. “While we
didn’t win a lot,” said Wolf. “We improved a
lot and got really close. We felt like a family by
the end.” The team is also excited for next year,
as there will be great senior leadership and an
infusion of new talent from the eighth grade.
—Bennett Demsky ’18

Jack in the
Box

Rivalries challenge
our progressive
philosophy
by Jack Sheehy ’17
In the world of sports,
there is nothing more intense than the atmosphere
of a game between rivals:
Red Sox vs. Yankees, Ravens vs.
Steelers, North
Carolina vs. Duke.
The list goes on. When it comes to matchups like these, the media won’t stop talking
and the fans won’t stop cheering.
Of course, the players embody the passion, too. Former Lakers point guard and
NBA Hall-of-Famer Magic Johnson once
said, regarding the famous Lakers-Celtics
rivalry in the 1980s, that: “When the new
schedule would come out each year, I’d
grab it and circle the Boston games. To me,
it was The Two and the other 80.”
Johnson’s Celtics counterpart, Larry
Bird, felt the same way. “The first thing I
would do every morning was look at the
box scores to see what Magic did. I didn’t
care about anything else.”
Rivalries have always had a significant
place in sports, as they are a byproduct
of competition. In fact, rivalries are often
viewed as the epitome of competition: the
only true measure of success in a rivalry
game or series is wins and losses. Defeat
at the hands of a rival is more humiliating than any other. Conversely, the feeling
after a victory over a rival is one that all
athletes cherish.
At Park we often pride ourselves, and
rightfully so, on our ability to measure
athletic success using criteria other than
just wins and losses. Here we recognize
that sometimes the most important part
of playing sports is the bonds we form on
teams, the way we learn to work hard, or
simply the experience of competing. This
attitude towards sports and competition is
beneficial; it better enables us to take our
lessons learned playing school sports and
apply them later in life.
Nevertheless, like all schools, our teams
have rivals. Boys’ Soccer versus Boys’
Latin. Girls’ Lacrosse versus Friends.
Despite our more progressive views on
athletics, we still want to crush our rivals
and a loss to a rival can feel especially
dejecting. Yes, we want to beat all of our
opponents, and yes, losing to anyone can
be dispiriting, but the emotion in playing
a rival is different. The visceral challenge
makes it harder to apply our progressive
outlook on sports.
This is not a flaw in our views. It’s simply the nature of sports and rivalry. The
characteristics of rivalry serve to remind
us that, regardless of how we like to look
at competitive athletics, at the end of the
day, we are still athletes and we cannot
escape the emotions of winning and losing.

